
Pull Up Card 
Shared by Amy Celona, www.ustamp4fun.com  
 
Set(s): Autumn Harvest, Define Your Life, Holidays & Wishes (“Happy Thankgiving Stamp”), Autumn Leaves wheel, Itty Bitty Backgrounds 
Accessories:   Old Olive ink and cardstock, More Mustard ink and cardstock, Very Vanilla cardstock, So Saffron, Close to Cocoa, Eggplant 
Envy, More Mustard and Old Olive re-inkers and Aquapainters; Natural hemp, word window punch, sponge daubers, glue dots, 
Dimensionals™ 

 
1. Fold the Olive cardstock in half and punch two 

‘tracks’ with the Word Window Punch on the 
shorter side (DO NOT get too near either edge) 

2. Take one of the larger vanilla squares and roll the 
Autumn Leaves wheel across the entire thing and 
then sponge the edges in Olive ink with the 
sponge dauber.  Adhere that onto the largest 
Mustard layer. 

3. On the smallest Vanilla rectangle stamp the 
greeting and the leaf and color in with ink from the 
palette with the Aquapainter.  Take a TINY bit of 
color from it and watercolor gently… test on your 
scrap paper for best results.  Adhere this to the 
matching sized Mustard rectangle. 

4. Take the other 4 ½ x 3 inch vanilla strip and mask & 
stamp the pumpkin and gourds as shown AT THE 
BOTTOM. Tear the top to leave room for the 
greeting. Adhere this to the 4 ¾ x 3 inch Mustard 
piece left at the very bottom and stamp the 
greeting in the top left hand corner.  BE CAREFUL 
stamping the greeting as it is double sided stamp 
and difficult to determine if it is right side up 
(practice on your scrap paper) 
 

ASSEMBLY:   
5. Lay the largest layer in between the card (with the tracks showing in front (Fig 1) and put Dimensionals™ at the very bottom.  After 

removing the wax cover, use your nail to push the Dimensional™ narrower (to ensure it is not touching the punched  ‘tracks’) 
6. Lay the small greeting layer so that the back (at the bottom of it) adheres to the Dimensionals™ 
7. Put Dimensionals™ in each corner of the front layer and adhere it over (but not touching) the pop up greeting layer. 
8. Ribbon: fold the 3’ wide grosgrain in half (“V”). Wind hemp around toward the bottom (around both sides), tie & knot. Adhere to back layer 

with glue dots 
9. Adhere the front and back of the Olive card by putting a glue dot behind the front two corners (keep away from the pop up layers 
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